Formation and distribution of neutral vanadium, niobium, and tantalum oxide clusters: single photon ionization at 26.5 eV.
Neutral vanadium, niobium, and tantalum oxide clusters are studied by single photon ionization employing a 26.5 eV/photon soft x-ray laser. During the ionization process the metal oxide clusters are almost free of fragmentation. The most stable neutral clusters of vanadium, niobium, and tantalum oxides are of the general form (MO2)0,1(M2O5)y. M2O5 is identified as a basic building unit for these three neutral metal oxide species. Each cluster family (Mm, m=1,...,9) displays at least one oxygen deficient and/or oxygen rich cluster stoichiometry in addition to the above most stable species. For tantalum and niobium families with even m, oxygen deficient clusters have the general formula (MO2)2(M2O5)y. For vanadium oxide clusters, oxygen deficient clusters are detected for all cluster families Vm (m=1,[ellipsis (horizontal)],9), with stable structures (VO2)x(V2O5)y. Oxygen rich metal oxide clusters with high ionization energies (IE>10.5 eV, 118 nm photon) are detected with general formulas expressed as (MO2)2 (M2O5)y O1,2,3. Oxygen rich clusters, in general, have up to three attached hydrogen atoms, such as VO3H1,2, V2O5H1,2, Nb2O5H1,2, etc.